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Constantine VII gave him his opportunity. War broke out
in 913. In 914 Symeon was before the walls of Constanti-
nople. The attempt of the Empress-Regent Zoe to crush
him once and for all failed in the slaughter of her troops at
Anchialus. By the end of 919, when Romanus Lecapenus
won the imperial throne through marrying his daughter to
the young Emperor (thus blocking Symeon's chance of
using the same method), Symeon had all the European
provinces of the Empire at his mercy. But the walls of
Constantinople and Byzantine diplomacy defeated him.
Fruitless attempts against the city and continual irritation
from Serbs and Petchenegs in his rear wore him out. In
924, after a personal interview with Romanus, he abandoned
his ambitious aim. He was still haughty; he assumed an
imperial title, Basileus or Tsar; he declared his Church
independent, and raised his Archbishop to be Patriarch; but
he now turned his attention elsewhere. In 925 he annexed
Serbia. In 927 his troops invaded Croatia. But there they
met their match. The news of their annihilation brought
Symeon to the grave.
Symeon's son and successor. Peter, hastened to make
peace with the Empire. The peace was not inglorious. The
Tsar and his Patriarch kept their titles; Peter was even given
the rare honour of a bride of imperial blood dowered with an
annual subsidy from Constantinople. But these terms were
given the more willingly since Bulgaria was clearly exhausted;
they were only empty honours, and honours tending to
increase Byzantine influence at the Bulgarian Court. The
Empire of Bulgaria was now an inert mass, worn out before
it was adult, a playground for any foreign invader that chose
to cross its borders; and many so chose.
The work of civilization continued but at a reduced
pressure. The priest Kosma who wrote at the close of the
tenth century was more sophisticated than the writers of
Symeon's day, but he was an almost isolated phenomenon.
Saints, like John of Rila, the patron of Bulgaria, rather than
men of letters were the product of the time. Meanwhile the
peasantry underwent a reaction against the graecized Court,
a reaction that was expressed in Bulgaria's most curious
contribution to the religious thought of Europe. In the

